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An extremely reliable and intuitive to use electronic flow-pack machine 

MODERN AND PRACTICAL DESIGN

A special design with rounded edges and suspended 
mechanical units prevents dirt  accumulation and allows  
a better access to maintenance operators.
The machine is made of  different materials ( ABS 
polymers, duralumin, stainless steel ) in different 
proportion  depending on application in order to work 
efficiently and last over time.

SIMPLICITY AND INTUITIVE OPERATION 

RELIABILITY AND AUTONOMYVERSATILITY AND COST SAVING  

The special software, based on the principles of  
modern multimedia devices,  allows a very easy setting 
of the machine 
Therefore learning how to use the machine is a 
very easy task . you don’t need  specific technical  
knowledge to run it. 

All  parts used in our machines are of excellent quality 
and are proven to work effectively and durably.
The choice to use elements of re-known and widespread 
brands in the market , as well as a software system that 
provides  operating diagnostics as well as preventive 
maintenance reminders, allows a great autonomy to 
the owners of our machines and to avoid  stops on the 
packaging line.

You can change all the  product configuration  ( 
including sealing temperatures) through the multicolor 
touch screen.
The software system allows an immediate change of 
format with no need of  previous  repositioning of 
motors.
Features like automatic calculation of bag length within 
three cycles, in case of use of registered film, allows a 
considerable saving of film. 

SPEED max 30 meters/min
Instant reduction of speed
Screen that shows the speed as a percentage and as cycles / min

DIMENSIONES DE 
PRODUCTO

Length 30-150 mm. or 80-450 mm.
Width: 10-240 mm.
Height: 10-120mm. 

FILM REEL SIZES Max width 600 mm

PACKAGING  
MATERIAL

BOPP, micro-perforated, macro-perforated type polypropylene, 
laminate, different permeability films 

ELECTRIC DATA Single phase. 220 V. 50/60 Hz


